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ACAS adopts uniform withdrawal date
by Richard Ptowden

CAMPUS VIEW RESIDENTS WOKE op Sunday morning to find this wreck in their lot. The cardnvw i by
Craig Blanchard went out of control at 3 am . while traveling south on 42nd street in front of the GVU Party
store. After traveling 150 feet across Wayne House lawn the car struck a parked truck and came to rest in th
parking lot. The driver of the car was cited with careless driving (photo by Paul Worster).

In an effort to reduce confusion
among students, Grand
Valley’s
All Colleges Academic Senate (ACAS)
passed a motion Friday, that will
create a uniform class withdrawal
date for all colleges.
Despite protests from Professor
Bennett Rudolph, a CAS representa
tive speaking in behalf of Seidman
College of Business, ACAS voted to
make the common withdrawal date
the end of the tenth week of each
fifteen week semester.
Currently withdrawal dates vary,
with Seidman's being the most strin
gent, at the end of the fourth week.
"This (withdrawal date) has been
abused in the past and should be left
up to the individual colleges,"
Rudolph said.
Rudolph added that the professors
at Seidman were proud of their
strict requirements.
Arthur Hupka, from the CAS
Health Sciences Department rational
ized why 10 weeks seemed appropri
ate “It is after the middle of the
semester and most students have taken

Colleges fight energy woes

Public Administration moves to Seidman
by Larry Sec, J r.
Effective June 1, 1981, all public
administration majors will be entenng
the doors of the Seidman College of
Business (SCB) instead of the School
of Public Service in CAS.
On this date, the SCB will offer an
undergraduate program in public ad
ministration to supplement their threeyear old Master of Public Administra
tion program (MPA).
i
t n O r tr i t r v a n r M ills a
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SCB coordinator of die MPA program
and a management professor in the
college, “The main reason to switch
the program is to consolidate like
graduate and undergraduate programs
and to utilize faculty resources better.
"They (CAS) wanted to concentrate
their efforts on strengthening the
criminal justice program,” he said.
“ Removing public administration
would help them build a more separate
identity that criminal justice needs to
be successful. I have long supported a

P residen tial open
office hours
sla ted
President Arend D. Lubbers has
scheduled an open office hours
session for Wednesday, April 29.
19S1 from 9i00 u n . to 11:45 aan.
This will give (he Grand Valley
community an opportunity to talk
whb and ask questions of the Pres
ident.
N o appointments are necessary

lerth iseK ^ i.

separate Department of Criminal
Justice Sciences at Grand Valley,”
Mills remarked.
Currently teaching the program in
CAS is Dr. Samir Isllak, the founder
of the onginal program.
“ 1 will be the only full-time pro
fessor." he said. "Robert Clarke will
be a part-time professor in the school
and a part-time professor in the pol
itical science department. Mills, will
be on sabbatical leave for the fall
term and when he returns he'll spend
half of his time teaching and the other
half doing administrative duties.”
Isllak said that "my feelings did
not count.” relating to the move.
"I was not consulted of the move and
the decision was made by the Provost,
the Dean of CAS and the Dean of
Seidman, in spite of the fact that it
was initated in 1969 by me. and it
was very successful in the School of
Public Service.”
Dr. James Walker, current acting
director of the School of Public
Services said, “ I enjoyed my relation
ship with Dr. Isllak and I can defin
itely say that I benefited from my
association with him. While I am
deeply saddened that he has been
forced to leave the program that he
uiitatcJ. I am happy that he is going
to what many consider to be the most
prestigous entity at GVSC.”
According to the Dean of Seidman,
Marvin DeVries, Professor Isllak was
not offered the administrative duties
for two reasons.
“ First, because the graduate pro
gram was already in SCB and Bryant
.Mills was the director of it, and when

exams at this time. There seems, artists, graphic artists and media
however, to be a difference of phil- artists," he added.
Robert Mayberry, a William James
osphy in Seidman,” Hupka said.
In other business. ACAS passed a faculty said, ‘The idea that if you put
motion approving the need analysis it in William James you take away
and the curriculum plan for the from CAS is indicative of the problem
Nursing Program's Master of Science that wr have within this federation.
degree. However funds must be ap This is a test of the attitude that
proved before the program is imple CAS ha*, in the federation.”
ACAS selected Grand Valley facul
mented.
ACAS also voted to palce the ty’s rate of pay for summer and
Theatre/Dancc program in the Col extra semester situations as follows.
A) Rate of Pay
lege of Arts and Sciences.
Mike Birtwistle, formerly of the 1. 12.5% tor the first three credit
course
now defunct Performing Arts Center
disagreed with the move to CAS, 2. 10% for the next three credit
course
perferring William James College.
“ I am not a part of William James 3. $500 fo' every credit after seven
College or CAS and I am more objec B) The rate of pay be based on the
tive than any other faculty," Birt mean salary figure of all regular
wistle added. ”1 am looking out for GVSC faculty members.
C) The rate of pay be based on con
what is better for theatre.’’
“Theatre should be a part of what tract hours.
is already an interdisciplinary pro D) The above rates apply to all extra
semester situations.
gram,’’ he said.
ACAS also elected a faculty mem
“CAS’s well rounded curriculum
offers us a home base," Birtwistle ber to replace Terry Rourke on the
Executive Committee of the Senate
said.
"William James will allow' us to (ECS), James O’Neal from Kirkhof
interact with other artists, visual College is the new member.

the undergraduate program came in, it
was logical that he take iiiat one too."
"Secondly, Dr. IsHak voiced an
opinion to me and to several other
people that he did not want an admin
istrative position in the program, just
time to do his research and support
work,” DeVries stated.
Evidently the switch to Seidman
was not done to save money. “The
switch was not money-saving to the
best of my knowledge. 1 don’t know
of anything to that etlcct, isriak
commented.
"As far as I know, the move was
not recommended by any study group
either that we know of,” Isllak con
tinued.
Dr. Mills noted that the SCB’s
public administration program would
be truly cross-college, something he
A LITTLE bit of Spring pops
has always favored. “ Public adminis
up in Grand Rapids (photo
tration students wall be able to minor
by Paul Worster).
in William James College.” he re
marked.
“The CAS program has btei. »cry
successful,” IsHak said. “With city
managers,
police.
county
com
missioners and department heads as far
Grand Valley’s Student Senate
away as California,” he said. These
people have all graduated from the approved its budget for the 1981-82
school year.
Grand Valley CAS program.
Programming Chairperson Tim
“The undergraduate program was Swope saw his committee receive the
pattcrencd after the Harvard one largest piece of the $60,000 that the
where I graduated from. It was very school allocates to the Senate.
“ I think that we all realize that
demanding and top quality,” IsHak
programming will be the most watched
said.
“All in all, I think the under committee next year,’’ Swope said.
The programming committee has
graduate program in public administra
tion will be a real asset to all our divided itself into sub committees writh
students and to GVSC as a whole,” heads for movies, concerts, minilectures and special events.
Mills concluded.

(CPS)—Just a year ago, colleges were
busily compiling one of the worst re
cords of responding to the new era of
sporadically-available,
high-cost
energy.
Plagued by old, hard-tomoJernizc buildings or new buildings
constructed cheaply, physical plant
managers could only respond to cries
for relief from astoundingly-high
energy costs with shrugs: they simply
didn't have the money to make their
campuses energy-efficient.
Prices have kept rising Stanford’s

summer.
The University of Alabama, for
one, plans to become one of the
world’s leading producers of methane
gas. UCLA is considering drilling for
oil under one of its parking lots.
Several schools arc resorting to re
using cooking oil, lopping down trees
around campus, installing different
showerheads, and imposing all sorts of
other conservation measures.
Colgate University in the heavilywooded area of upstate New York is
. . . ------- -- . . . U . ( t C m i l l i o n
the nnr nlannincr to frrd irs new woodenergy cosi3
“ j - • ■- ---------Florida’s $1 million energy deficit has fired boiler with wood scraps from
halted faculty pay raises. George nearby mills. Ohio State's buses have
Washington tacked a $50 energy sur been converted to run on a fuel de
veloped from used cooking oil
charge on each student’s bill.
But necessities have become the gathered from dorm kitchens. Idaho
mother of invention. These days, and Illinois are planning to re-cook
colleges are leading the way in patch student garbage into various forms of
ing together innovative. -*v -etimes- energy.
And so it goes.
bizarre strategies to keep themselves
The reason is that the stakes are
warm in the winter, and now that the
seasons have changed, cool in the high. Administrator James Marrow
predicts Colgate will save at least
$250,000 per year from its new woodburning scheme. If the price of fuel
oil goes up. Morrow predicts “our
savings could be half a million dollars a
Acting under a proposal from its year, or more.”
At Wells College, a ng drilling into
Cabinet the Senate allocated the
Lanthom funds directly out of its the New York soil since September re
cently hit a pocket of natural gas
base budget.
under the campus that has already re
1981-82 Student Senate Budget
turned much of the school’s $100,000
original investment.
27,500
Programming
Success like that helped convince
6,500
Recreation
the University of Alabama to invest
8,500
Allocations
$75,000 in a drilling rig, which was set
Operational
5,000
up a month ago.
1,000
Contingency
The rig is now probing into sub
11,500
Lanthom
campus coal seams that university
See Energy page 3
60,000
TOTAL

Student Senate resolves budget

Department
WASHINGTON, D C. (CPS)-In what some called a com
promise and others an approval of “an illegal act.” the
critical logjam of some federal financial aid applica
tions has been broken.
In late March. U-S. Department of Education Secre
tary Terrel Bell announced he was halting the processing
of aid applications for 45 days, or until Congress agreed
to the Reagan Administration’s plan to cut student
aid.
The halt came at the time most financial aid packages
are normally assembled for the next academic year. Stu
dents who would usuaiiy discover if they haJ enough
money in May or June wouldn’t find out until August or
early f»llThe delay in awarding aid, many administrators
warned, threatened to throw everything from fall. 1981
enrollment to academic year budgets into chaos.
Now the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education, though as yet unwilling to agree to all the
cuts, has agreed to stiffen eligibility requirements for
fell Grants (formerly called bzsk Educational Oppor
tunity Grants). In response, the Education Department
«giwd to start once again processing Pdl Grant

applications.
The Reagan administration wanted to make students
from families that earn more than $25,000 per year or
that don’t contribute much toward their children's
education ineligible for PeU Grants.
The House subcommittee, while failing to fix a strict
income cutoff, did agree in principle to lower the
amount a family can earn and increase the amount it
must contribute in order to qualify for Pell Grants.
The Congressional Budget Office estimated the moves
will disqualify 100,000-154.000 college students from
the PeU Grams program.
The subcommittee, however, refused to lower the
maximum gram from $1750 to $1200, as the admin
istration had requested.
The subcommittee went as far as it did, says Rep.
William Ford (D-Mi), because it had “a cocked gun
pointing at its head.” Further delay in processing the 1.5
miUion aid applications already on file would "wreak
havoc.”
Ford said the Education Dept, “has us over a barrel.”
But be told an audience at the subcommittee hearing
that the compromise “stinks." Chairman Paul Simon

\

(D-I1I) added the move was “not completely satisfac
tory,” while Rep. Ted Weiss (D-NY) said it merely
sanctioned Reagan's "illegal act."
Two student groups, angered by what they ilso
termed an “iUegal act." contemplated suing the adminis
tration in the wake of the subcommittee’s compromise.
The U S. Student .Association (USSA) and the Coali
tion of Independent College and University Students
(called COPUS) assert the revised schedule for how
much monev a familv must contribute to its kids col
lege education violated the Higher Education Rcauthoriration Act of 1980. passed just last October.
The act stipulates changes in the schedule had to be
published before Julyl. 1980. to give Congress enough
time to contemplate them.
The Mexican-American Legal Defense and Educa
tional Fund (MALDEF) is also considering filing suit
on the same grounds.
But the three groups resolve to sue is somewhat tem
pered by their fear an injunction to stop the terms of the
compromise might halt aid processing altogether.
Another delay in processing would almost certainly

pose even more problems for students figuring out where
they can afford to go to school in the fall.
Nevertheless. COPUS’s Steve Liefman is determined
to get a legal judgement on the matter.
"We want to set the precedent of not allowing the
Department of Education to do what they’ve done,”
he told Higher Education Daily.
Students are equally upset over Ser.ate approval of
drastic student aid cuts three weeks ago.
The Senate approved measures to make students w i
PeU Grants contribute «750 in "self-help" money o
qualify' for a grant, to drop in-school interest rate s osidies for Guaranteed Student Loans, and to raise the
interest rates on parent loans.
The Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee,
however, stiU must fit the programs into the larger
federal budget. That means the policies-though not the
numbers-of the budget can be altered, according to
Senator Robert Stafford’s office.
Stafford hopes to introduce a biU to preserve (he
“critically important payment of interest for students
while in school.”
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Letters
ble for deferments under the new draft
law. Nothing can be done about pro
blems without first becoming in
formed. The teach-in was an excellent
opportunity for this to happen. Those
who didn't participate missed an ed
ucational experience.
Education is
what we're here tor. Isn't it?

LANTHORN Lenars to the editor must include tJgnelurr, eddre
number of the writer. The addreee end phone number will not be printed. The writer'*
name may be withheld on request, but the publication of anonymous letters Is not
eneourseed. Letters which ere legible and of 300 words or lew ere most likely to be
published. All letters ere subject to careful condensation. The Lanthorn
right to reject any letter.

After our first experimental year of semesters, it seems that
students on this campus have reached academic burn-out.
Energy levels are exhausted and at the thought of two more
weeks of classes, finals, projects, papers, etc., most of us turn
into vegetables. (If we aren't already.)
While, we realize semesters yield financial savings for the
college, we have yet to recognize any benefits for students.
Semesters have only piled more work and pressures onto
already over burdened students. Not to mentions that fifteen
credits are needed to complete a fuii-ioad, thus, dividing
student's attention far beyond normal human capabilities.
Moreover, the combination of an additional six weeks plus
possibly two more classes, student motivation falters toward
the end.
Conceivable solutions to the semester dilemma could be
making semesters five weeks shorter or perhaps lengthening
the year by 50% to make semesters go faster in relationship.
We are tired of playing the guinnea pig for still another
cause.
Students feelings should be taken into consideration when it
comes to academic decisions. Whether they be curricular or
calendar in nature, it is the student who receives the brunt of
the "b lo w ."
Maybe it's time for re-evaluation of the semester system.

Are You a
Burned-Out Student"?

Editor,

Editor,

I am writing in response to Gregg
Mahan's letter regarding a single juror
being used for the selection of the
student art exhibit now hanging in
Calder Fine Arts Building.
Actually, the college and faculty
does not set policy upon, or selct
jurors, for this show. Since about
1972 the annual student exhibition
has been organized and run by the
students themselves, specifically by
a duly organized body who over
recent years has called itself 'T h e
Art company."
Matters pertaining to publicity,
collection of works submitted, enter
tainment, the raising of prize money,
and jury policy and selection are
carried out by this body of involved
and hard-workiny students.
Their
organization is open to any student on
campus regardless of college affili
ation or even major.
For an
exhibition
our size
(averaging 175 submissions per year) it
seems that a single juror has in the past
been sufficient. I cannot remember
any (official) complaints about the
single juror by students in the past.
The word "professionalism" is used
a number of times in Mahan's letter. I
would submit that professionalism in
any real sense involves "participation"
as well. There is always a good bit of
griping that takes place in the wake of
any exhibition but when participation
and an opportunity for input were
continuously available during the plan
ning stages, it seems churlish, even
unprofessional, to complain after the

I would like to respond to Greg
Mahan's letter of April 16th, concern
ing the annual Student Art Show. I
believe he missed the full meaning be
hind the show.
The show should be a celebration,
a summary of spirit at the end of the
year. It should be a time for students
to work together to share in the exhi
biting of the year's endeavors.
We are indeed learning to be pro
fessionals, and the show is most bene
ficial to us as students in its early plan
ning stages. Much help is needed to
put on the show. Committees must be
formed to receive, hang, and display
works, handle publicity, raise funds,
plan the opening and a juror must be
selected.
There's a lot more to the show than
submitting works and hoping for an

fact.
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Art Department, C A S
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award.
Concerning the juror, the Art Com 
pany voted to ask Mary Riordan, Dir
ector of the Muskegon Museum and an
M.F.A. graduate in design from Cranbrook Academy of Art. The Company
felt that a juror from outside the col
lege would represent an unbiased op
inion.
Mr. Mahan obviously has not enter
ed many shows in the past. It is not
common practice to have more than
one juror, unless the size of the show
requires it, or appropriate funds are
available.
In the future, Mr. Mahan should
find out all the facts before criticizing
fellow students. Had he taken the time
to come to even one of the Art Com 
pany meetings he most certainly
would have been better informed.
Jo Hormuth
Student Art Show Coordinator

Margo I. Cohen

(Editor's note The l.anthom did not
refuse to print an article on the F.l
Salvador teach-in. Our policy is such
that we are restricted by news priority
and space in any given week. More
over, it was the feeling o f the staff that
we had adequately covered the topic
in prior issues).
practice of nonenforcement during the
winter months was well known,
campus security had an obligation to
inform users when enforcement would
begin each year.
M y protest was
summarily rejected, my argument
totally ignored.
The judiciary's letter of response,
signed by Chris Siedlecki, simply
referred me to the appropriate
section of the campus parking regula
tions and made the following cheeky
assertion:
"Perhaps you are not
aware of the fact that our parking
rules are not seasonal. They are in
effect 365 days of the year, 24 hours
a day." i would like to believe that
Chris just doesn't know what goes
on in lot F. Otherwise, it is hard to
understand why she would allow her
name to be associated with so blatant
a falsehood.
I am not writing this letter just to
vent my spleen, satisfying though
that may be. I want to contribute
to the world's betterment.
To be
effective defenders of the social order,
campus security needs our respect and
therefore needs to maintain a posi
tive image. The tawdry practice of
suckerooing lot F users every year
tarnishes that image. This practice
should be eliminated.
Here's my constructive suggestion:
Formalize the current practice of non
enforcement in the motorcycle-only
section during the winter months.
Rewrite the parking regulations ac
cordingly.
Publicly post the effec
tive dates of enforcement on the
same signs that currently designate
the motorcycle-only section.
Then
everyone wiii know cieariy when it
is or is not safe to park in that section.
The stigma of scamming will be
removed from campus security's
image. We will once again be the
harmonious campus community we
were before the latest financial crisis.
Thomas Herzog
C A S Psychology Department
413 Mackinac Hall

SVM*i0t7/)

Editor.

The Editorials above reflect the position o f the Lanthorn and
do not necessarily reflect the official policies o f the Grand
Valley State Colleges.
The opinions expressed elsewhere on this page reflect the
opinion o f the individual or individuals alone.
The Lanthorn welcomes guest editorials form its readers. If
you have any views you would like to express, please feel free
to submit them to the Lanthorn for publication.
Those submitted should be double spaced and typewritten
legibly.
The Lanthorn Is located in the Campus Center
basement.
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Editors,
I would like to respond to an article
in your last issue, titled "B yrd Takes
Reigns
As
Acting
Director of
Housing", which contained some state
ments concerning the S T U D E N T
F O U N D A T IO N
which
were
potentially misleading.
There are no plans for student
organizations to be re-organized under
the S T U D E N T F O U N D A T IO N of
GRAND
VALLEY
ST A T E
C O L L E G E S , though some members of
said organizations may be admitted
into the F O U N D A T IO N in the
future.
The S T U D E N T F O U N D A T IO N is a
positive action student organization
dedicated to the planned promotion
and development of Grand Valley.
The group, which is now acting
under the direction of its Executive
Council, will be providing personnel
for campus tours next year, publishing
a campus guidebook, working with
prospective students, and undertaking
several other projects designed to
better the college community through
service. Comptete details are avaiiabft
from the Dean of Students or myself.
She may be reached at 895-6611,
extension 585, and I can be contacted
at 895-7264.
Thank you for allowing me to
clarify the relation of the newly
formed ST U D E N T FO U N D A T IO N to
other student organizations.
Doug Hepfe

H

Editor,
Open letter to my faculty colleagues:
I note that the executive board of
the Michigan Education Association
(M E A ) has voted »o oppose passage
of Proposal A (the tax-cut plan devel
oped by Governor Milliken and the
leadership of both political parties
in the state legislature). The failure
of Proposal A will surely lead to a
more severe Tisch III and the even
tual destruction of public higher
education in Michigan. Is the M E A
the organization you want to repre
sent the faculty of G V S C ?
Respectively,
Bryant Mills

Editor,
Having just spent the last 45 min
utes waiting in vain for my professor
to show up for his scheduled office
hour, I have decided that there is
something drastically wrong here.
If professors don t intend to be in
their office during the hours which
they themselves have decided upon
and set up, then they should discard
this hypocritical charade and admit
that in reality they never really in
tended to observe their schedule.
Apparently, the majority of pro
fessors seem to think that it is all right
to inconvenience students and to
waste students' time by not being
available when they say that they will
be. After all, we're only students, and
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time is much more valuable than that
of a lowly student.
What results is that while all these
professors are running around—getting
coffee, visiting co-workers, running
errands—there are just as many
students left sitting outside their pro
fessors' doors, hoping that per chance
the professors will return some time in
the near future. That time is usually
at the end of the scheduled office
hour, just in time for the professor to
say, "Sure. I've got two minutes
before I have to be over at Lake
Michigan Hall for rqy -'ext class.
What's your problem ?"
I am not talking about the situation
which exists during advising week. I'm
talking about the normal behaviorand attitude-which goes on through
out the year.
M y solution is as follows:
In the period of time which a pro
fessor has alloted for his or her
scheduled office hours, divide that
time into 10 or 15 minute segments.
Require that students sign up for a
time in one of the segments.
Of
course, emergencies will occur, and
sometimes a student will need to see a
professor outside of that time. I don’t
think that should blow anybody's
mind; that situation comes up now.

El Salvador and disarmament were
the focus of a Teach-in that took place
on campus last week. It was illuminat
ing for many to become aware of the
Editor,
atrocities in El Salvador.
Two
Salvadoreans
who
were
amongst
many
A nasty little scam is being per
speakers were courageous enough to
petrated on our campus. The scammer
relay information about die present
is the campus security patrol. The
crisis in their country. I wish to com
scammees are the users of parking lot
mend and thank all who participated
F. Here's how it works.
A small section in one row of lot F in this event. I know it wasn't easy.
I also feel two major disappoint
is set aside for motorcycle parking.
The section is clearly posted. How ments in regards to the teach-in. The
ever, during the winter the motor first and most detrimental was The
Lanthorn's refusal to give the teach-in
cycle-only parking is not enforced.
This is very sensible. No one rides coverage. Many students worked very
his motorcycle during the winter, hard to make this event accessible to a
It seems a
and the space would go to waste if large body of citizens.
cars were not allowed to park there. student newspaper would want to
When the weather improves, enforce publicize and ensure that people we-e However, I think a structure such as
ment recommences.
But there's made aware of this opportunity. this will make the most efficient use of
a catch. No one knows Exactly when When the Lanthorn decides to run both the students' and the professors'
enforcement will begin each year. successive articles on low-morale, but time. Anything would be better than
Without warning, the security patrol doesn't print information about an what is currently going on.
starts plastering cars with tickets, event which would counter lowName Withheld
thereby generating a let of fine money morale, I question the paper's inten
until the word gets around.
Neat, tions.
What also disappoints me is that the
isn't it?
I got burned on March 17. Ac teach-in didn't receive more support
tually, the one-dollar fine doesn't even from G VSC faculty and students. This
raise a blister; it's the principle of the is partially due to the Lanthorn’s
irresponsible coverage. Both students
thing that bums me. I drove into
and faculty are directly affected by
lot F that morning and noticed an
open slot in the motorcyde-only the situation in El Salvador.
While the military budget is escalat
section which was otherwise filled
ing as never before, budget cuts are
with can. None of the can bore a
ticket, and it was still officially winter. occuring in social programs, including
Student financial aid.
I assumed it must still be safe to education.
park in that section and roiled into Women's Educational Equity A c t Pro
the empty slot. That afternoon there gram. Tide IX. and faculty Ly-offs are
were tickets on all of the can in the all examples of budget cuts affecting
education.
motorcycle section.
A t the onset of the next war (where
Naturally. I protested to the traffic
will
h be?) students will not be eligi
judiciary.
I argued that since the
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Former Vice President receives post in Connecticut
from the Grand Rapid* Pre*«
Bruce A. Loessin, a vice president
at Grand Valley State Colleges be
fore budget cuts last year forced
him out (if a job, has been named
vice presiotnt for development at
the University of Hartford.
Loessin, 38, of 1112 Plymouth
Ave. SE, will assume the post May 1,
according to Hartford officials, who
announced last week that Loessin
had been chosen from a Field of
more than 100 candidates.

L O E S S IN — (Lanthorn File photo).

Ixiessin, vice president for institu
tional development seven of his 12
years at GVSC, was let go when

school President Arend Lubbers re
duced the budget by more than 9
percent and demanded resignations
or cuts in pay from some 50 employ
ees.
University of Hartford President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg said
Loessin’s "combination of youthful
vigor and solid professional accomplisnmen: will make him a valuable
addition to the university family.’’
Loessin, who will be responsible
for "fund-raising and allied oper
ations,” said he welcomed “the op
portunity and challenge of serving
such a vital, progressive institution
as the University of Hartford.”
At GVSC, Loessin directed an in

stitutional development division of
65 full-time employees responsible
for raising more than $16 million
annually from state, federal and
private sources.
The University of Hartford, locat
ed in Connecticut's capital, is a clus
ter of eight colleges with an enroll
ment of 4,500 full-time students and
6,000 who attend part time.
Loessin graduated in 1965 from
the University of Southern Califor
nia with a degree in political sci
ence. In 1969, as assistant professor
of political science at Central Uni
versity of Iowa, he was named the
school's most outstanding college
professor.

from page one

Energy
officials think may hold enough
methane gas to make the school a
world leader in methane gas produc
tion.
Though Alabama is withholding its
application to OPEC, Everett Brett of
the university’s School of Mines and
Energy Development is confident the
seams will meet all the campus’ natural
gas needs for the next 30 years.
Cash-short administrators are even
viewing students as energy sources.
The universities of Florida and
Maryland, for example, have put
engineering and architecture students
to work to evaluate campus buildings
for energy efficiency, and to propose
changes in lighting, heating systems
and building uses.
Carter Smith, .Maryland’s physical
plant engineer, estimates student solu
tions will save the university 10 per
cent of its $10 million 1980-81 energy
bill.
But most administrators are more
interested in the gunk and waste
students produce as energy sources.
The University of Idaho, for
example, plans to start converting the
heaps of student garbage produced in
dining halls and classroom buildings to
energy this year. The aim is to be
come self-sufficient in steam energy.
Idaho paid $4.27 for enough natural
gas to produce 1000 lb. of steam heat
last year, compared to $2.75 under the

new system. The figures don’t reflect
how much Idaho saves in waste dis
posal.
The University of Illinois is plan
ning to build a giant incinerator—at a
cost of S ' j -17 million-to bum some
400 tons of waste daily. It will supply
steam to the campus’ main power
plant.
Though such projects might have
seemed eccentric just five years ago,
the price of energy has pushed just
about all schools toward ways of using
alternative forms of energy, observes
David Waite, Skidmore College’s
energy conservation projects and has
become a clearinghouse for campus
energy ideas, says he’s received in
quiries from about 250 colleges about
how to employ alternative energies.
Consequently, he has plenty of
examples-from the simple to the out
rageous—of campuses struggling to
cope in the new era. Iowa State, he
says, bought a fleet of small, fuelefficient cars for campus use.
Stanford installed low-flow showerheads (and saved $100,000 in hot
water heating).
Skidmore is now
honing a plan to burn horse manure to
produce methane gas.
Skidmore first got into the business
when it started buying used crankcase
oil from local garages for use in its
heating system. The used oil now
meets half of the campus’ heating

needs. Waite pegs the savings at $1500
daily over conventional, new oil.
Despite high initial costs to convert
to a furnace that could bum the crank
case oil, Waite brags the system paid
for itself in just 42 days. Though the
"payback” has "just been incredible,”
he says it’s not unusual.
“ Usucily it is six to nine months,’’
he says.
To Skidmore's Waite, it’s just a
matter of waiting until “the bugs get
worked out” of colleges’ new energy
schemes.
The trick, he says, is to defer new
projects until research is done into
similar 'themes. At Ohio State, the
closing of dorm kitchens over winter
break resulted in a low supply of used
cooking oil for university buses. The
problem wouldn’t be bad, joked OSU
engineering
professor
Helmuth
Engelman, if it wasn't hard to strain
out bits of fried chicken from the fuel
tanks.
The pace of change, Waite notes,
has actually picked up since President
Reagan junked President Carter’s
thermostat guidelines and decontrolled
the price of domestically-produced
gas.
But the new systems are not curealls. "Common sense” conservation
measures at San Diego State decreased
natural gas and electricity consump
tion, but the university’s total energy

bill still jumped by $243,000. Robert
Downen, campus energy coordinator,
promises next year will be "even more
brutal.”
SimUarly, Ohio State’s six-year
energy conservation program produced
a 34 percent decrease in energy use
per square foot, but didn’t prevent a
doubling of total energy costs over the
same period.
Wesleyan closed buildings over in
tersession, and saved $86,000 in
December. The bad news was that
burst pipes and the costs of fixing
them amounted to $18,000.
Moreover, campuses using alter
native energy sources risk becoming
polluters in the process.
Illinois recently petitioned, as Yale
is considering petitioning, state govern
ments for waivers from sulfur dioxide
emission standards.
Illinois’ coal
burner was cited for violating sulfur
regulations.
Such conflicts put cost-conscious
school officials at odds with their
environment-conscious
students.
Students for Environmental Concerns
at Illinois petitioned the state governor
to stop the sulfur emission. “The
plant is located in the heart of the user
population,” complained group spoke
sman John Thompson. “That means
the plume (of sulfur) will drop down
right on the population.”

ST A T E S E N A T O R S T E V E N Monsma speaks to a Grand Valley audi
ence, Tuesday, about the status of Social Services in today's economy
(photo by Paul Worster ).
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T he Army Reserve can
teach y >u a skill bigo with vour
college education Kir just
one weekend a m onth and
two weeks a vear. learn and
use a skill in a field such as elec
tronics. comm unications or
medical technoiocc Earn over
$ 1. ItV a year to start Pluover S2.CXX' for two summers
of training G raduate with a
skill needed in the job market
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Grand Rapids
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Community Medicine in Developing Countries
with

Dr. Donn Ketcham
"A Community Clinic
in Bangladesh''

&

Julia Burton, LPN
"Training Nurses in Kenya”

Wednesday, April 29 10 -12 A.M.
C.C. Multi-purpose Room
L O ‘

Presented by the College Health Advocacy
Committee with a grant from the Student Senate
[A L L Y O U C A M I

Programming Committee.
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nungry wonu oui mere. Tnose that
aren’t, are a minority. I don’t think
we should take that privilege for
granted,” said Broefsma.
The Hunger Walk will cover 12
miles, but transportation will be pro
vided back to the Calder foi those who
wish to cut their walk short. Tht
walkers must solicit pledges per mile
Someone with Psychology back walked.
F L O W E R S F O R Y O U R W E D D IN G ground to take survey over summer.
We specialize in fresh or long-lasting
"People who ask what they can do,
Must have experience. Leave name can do this,” said Broersma. “It makes
silk flowers. Let Millie and Linnea
and number at 853-6722 for Margaret.
help you plan the floral display that
a difference; it’s something that
will be perfect for you and we’ll
everyone can do.”
Work Study
make your wedding day beautiful. H E L P W A N T ED :
Registration for the walk will be
Call Millie at 4 558487, or Linnea Student needed to maintain and im gin at 9 a.m., and the walk will begin
prove the health of plants located in
at 774-0186.
at 10:15. If you are unable to parti
the Campus Center for the summer
cipate, CROP needs volunteers to man
S U M M E R E M P L O Y M E N T for G V SC
months.
Interested students please
check points, and provide first aid and
students with Michigan's largest multi
contact John Scherff ext. 255.
transportation.
manufacturer distrubutor. Positions
“Nothing will solve the problem,
throughout Michigan, Indiana, and
Re but being on the side of the solution
Ohio. Automobile required. Competi .M P R O V E Y O U R G R A D E S I
tive salaries and benefits. For further search catalog-306 pages-10,278 de helps.” said Broersma. Those wishing
scriptive listings-Rush $1.00 (refund to help may pick up sponsor sheets
information, phone Mr. Kay, person
Box 25097C, Lns Angeles, in the Campus Ministry Office, at 143
to person, C O L L E C T , at (517) 339- able).
Lake Superior Hall.
90025. (213)477-8226.
9500.

TWO LECTURES

i
i

H e a v e n ’s G a te R \

will take place on May l , ana will
start and finish at the Caldcr in down
town Grand Rapids.
Reverend Chic Broersma, of the
Grand Valley Campus Ministry, is
enthusiastic about the walk. " It’s a

B E A C O LU G E
STUDENT WITH A
MARKETABLE SKILL.

1

in W o n d e r l a n d

CROP sponsors M ay 2 hunger walk
as in the past Grand Rapids wm
be the site of the Christian Rural
Overseas (CROP) Hunger Walk. The
funds raised will be used to feed
starving people around the world.
The fourth annual Hunger Walk

C

Campus Center Mall
Tuesday, April 28
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
All Sales Final.
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Annual Student Art Show Awards

T H E A N N U A L S T U D E N T A R T SHOW is still on display at the C F A building. First prize went to Stephanie Jones for "O ar Ruffled Stillness," far right.
Starting from left, 2nd place is Christopher Prowse's " A Toast to Metals," 3rd prize it Jo Horm uth's "Another Bird;" and 4th prize is Susan Bloye's All
These Places Have Their Memories." Purchase award went to Lois Rogers for "19 6 0 Lakewood Holland."
The Juror for the show was Mary Roth Riordan who is presently Director of The Muskegon Museum of Art. She felt that energy the students displayed
in putting such a fine show together speaks well for the efforts of the C A S Art Department and the WJC Arts and Media Departments. She was pleased
with the strong body of work and found the quality and diversity stimulating (photos by Paul Worster and Nancy Daugherty).

C over celebrates America - schmaltz and all
by Nancy Daugherty
There is no better time for celebra
tion than now...with spring fever in
the air, buds on the trees, classes
almost over, and James Clover’s art
show in the Campus Center Art
Gallery.
Clover’s exuberant show,
with its brightly painted rainbows,
hearts, stars, eyes, hands, palm trees,
and skulls, is a tribute to the American
scene as we all know it. As Clover
puts it, “I’m celebrating America
because America is a used car lot;
America is a fast food chain; America
is a beauty parlor. I’m celebrating the
whole schmaltzy trip—it’s wonderful!
I mean, where else would the frisbee
be invented?”
The exhibit consists of a suite of
paintings with painted high-relief
wooden frames. They’re a rainbow
scries, they’re “all American art in
one,” and as Clover himself admits,
“They’re all kind of funky.”

The frames are an active part of the
paintings, taking shapes such as skulls
and birds that jut out over the wall
or into the canvas to co-exist with the
painted polychrome images there.
They are made of symbols the artist
has been dealing with for a long time.
By his style of art, Clover is “trying to
tell folks it’s okay to have fun with
shapes and colors, and to play around
with them.” He doesn’t philosophize
about it, saying simply, “It’s not a
big, heavy-duty thing, but I am serious
about it.”
One of Clover’s beliefs is incor
porated in his painting in which “ I
love you” is written in wood relief.
He says, “ ‘I love you’ is important to
me,” and the simple, everyday expres
sions of love are important. “If you
were touched twelve times a day you’d
have a perfect existence.”
But then, there are other things
that make for a complete existence:
for instance, rainbows.
Clover’s

SO M E P IE C E S from James
Clover's
"A rt
Machine"
(photo by Paul Worster).

rainbow scries says a lot for them. “ I
like rainbows -they’re one of the
really nice surprises. Every time I sec
a rainbow I stop my car, run out and
find the end of it, and jump in it.”
Many of us have had the awe-inspiring
experience of seeing a double rainbow,
but what about a double rainbow over
MacDonald’s arches?
Or a triple
rainbow? About this the artist feels
strongly, musing, ”If I saw a triple
rainbow I'd probably die. That’d be
the ultimate.’’
It might be said that Clover's
philosophy is just to experience life,
jump into it, and be a part of it-fo r
what it is, schmaltz and all. He sums it
up in his statement, “ I believe in
schmaltz.”
Clover was trained as a sculptor,
and since then has had over fifty
one-man art shows. His pieces are in
permanent collections all over—from
the High Museum of Art in Adanta to
the Georgia, Illinois, South Carolina,

The concluding act in the three-part
series of Stage 3’s presentation of
“ Dance and Mime” was Susan
Matheke and Willie Feuer. They per
formed “Dances for Two” last week
end at the Race Street Gallery.
The duet performed brilliantly, and
the small audience was very enthusias

tic. Their dancing is a combination of
traditional ballet and modern dance
moves. It is intense and commands
one’s attention.
They did five dances, all with pre
cision, and dynamic energy. Some
of their dances were romantic in the
traditional sense. One in particular,
“The Crane’s Waltz”, consisted of
beautiful flowing movements, strong.

but at the same time showing the
fragility of the cranes.
“Illinois Plains” was a futuristic
dance, done to the synthesizer music
of Jim Needles.
The dance that seemed to grab
the audience most was “Don’t Rag
Me”. It was a sort of girl-tries-toattract-boy-ballet danced to ragtime

y Darlene Johnson

music. It was rather upbeat, and an
interesting variation on an old theme.
The evening was an enjoyable one.
The dances were choreographed by
either Susan Matheke or Willie Feuer.
The next exhibition of dance will
be the Grand Valley Dance Alliance
April 23, 24, 25, at 8 00 p.m. :n the
Louis Armstrong Theater.

Many React To ‘What The Thunder Said’
by Karen M. Bier

arrangement that shouted of war,
loneliness, and desolation.

The Louis Armstrong Theatre rever
berated with the innovative perfor
mance of “What The Thunder Said,"
composed by Curt H. Veeneman and
performed by Soprano Collen Faye
Veeneman
and
the
Canuiiia
Nouissima Chamber Orchestra The
text presented was taken from
T.S. Elliot's “The Waste Land-Part V,”
and set to Veencman's convincing

by filling the room with crashes of
thunder, tolling bells, and the trickling
of running waters. It was frightening
The atmosphere was very intense; and crushing, yet also inspiring and
the audience sat quietly, many with thought-provoking.
heads down as the music crashed and
stormed around them.
Collen
The conclusion was dramatic,
Veencman's voice ranged from eerie, ending with ''lio t’s words-” Datta,
emphatic whispers to shrill, command Dayadhuam, Damyata”-meaning, give,
ing explosions full of emotional sympathize and control.
Curt
impact. The orchestration, conducted Veeneman believes that the message
by Barret Kalellis, enhanced the mood here is that human beings fight a war

POET’S CORNER
THE OTTAWA GRILL
a poem in prose
Old man died in the Ottawa Grill.
Blue steel street gratings drank
his life away. Sittin' drinking
Java with the gray haired business
execs in slat backed chairs, his
crumpled suit let his life slip
through.
Screamin’ trucks for god's
emissaries left their souls flashing
so the black cased tools could
attempt a transfusing of life
tc the crumpled body of a little
old man. who died in the Ottawa
Grill.
Pumping with questions as
the steel blue grate patrolling
police sergeant emergency man
rushes in and coward faces peer
through the grimy smoke windows
wondering who died or what
difference does it make if only

to catch a glimpse of the T.V.
like figure who died so the
steel blue man can come and
pronounce the words dead at the
scene or he's all right so go
on your way voyeurs of life.
White scre aching merciful
god ambulance peels away the
street crowd people to bring
a steel rollered bench for
the little man’s body. But
none is needed, as the pale
pink flesh has slid from his
seat, washed through the steel
fiiigrced bed chamber grating!
and now stalks the streets
in a poet’s knocking intestinal
gut wrenching heart ache for
staccato street beat
-Craig Michael Utter

‘Best Play ’

vibes from Chicago as he observes,
"Chicago people will trip you. At
the grocery store they’ll stick their
carts right in your back.”
Clover’s good feelings about Grand
Valley spill over to his art show and
to his concept of the college’s art
program
“ Having an art show is a
celebration for an artist and his
friends.
Just the fact that people
make things is a miracle. That’s what
it’s all about. Making things is disci
pline; dancing is discipline; writing is
discipline.” For that matter, Clover
salutes all arts, such as theatre, dance
fine arts, design, photography, etc.
“ For reasons not generally obvious
to the general community,” they are
significant to the life of the college.
“There is not much difference
between the fine and applied arts.
The basic concepts are the same. I
hope the cooperation between CAS
and WJC programs continues and in
creases.”

0n e T h i n * ! ) r A n o t t ie ir

'Dance A nd M im e’ Wraps Up April
by Karen E. Miner

and Mississippi Art Associations (to
name a few). He currcndy has fifteen
major sculpture
exhibitions
in
southeast America, each over 20 feet
and made of welded steel. The largest,
at Jackson Mississippi International
Airport, is a whopping 45 feet long, 25
feet wide, and 36 feet tall.
Clover’s exhibition
in
the
gallery includes four small sculptures,
each a model for a 40 foot welded
steel sculpture that he hopes to build
within a six year time period.
Before coming to Grand Valley
three years ago. Clover taught at
colleges in Georgia, Louisiana, and
Ohio, and had a studio in Chicago. He
likes teaclung because it keeps him in
touch with what’s going on in the
world, and particularly likes Grand
Valley, saying, "People here are real
receptive. West Michigan people are
warm and friendly; they’re generally
concerned for their fellow man.”
However, he doesn’t get such good

within themselves as they attempt to
fill the basic need of caring for others.
His composition effectively portrayed
that inner human struggle had brought
him, Colleen, and the Orchestra round
after round of applause. When silence
again filled the theatre, many in the
audience remained seated, grappling
with the thoughts and fears that the
music brought out in them It was a
fine performance, one that will not be
soon forgotten.

College Girt M eets (Clamour
The petite and pigtailed girl, or rather what the saleswoman
mistook to be an adolescent, was hidden so well among the over
burdened racks in the mall store that she had to take a second look
to reassure herself that the customer hadn’t cunningly slipped be
yond her commission-hunting reaches.
“Oh, there you are, miss; I thought I’d lost you,” she said with
relief. “Would you like some help?"
The young woman hesitated before answering, recalling how
much she hated salespeople and their lU-too-oftenulisolicited ad-rice,
which was usually tainted by their own trendy tastes. This one,
she decided, could have easily been a Clamour model if only she
wasn't a size sixteen (designer) jean, or if she didn’t match them
with long-gone-out-of-vogue platformed heels, or if she wasn’t
at least forty . . .
“Well, I’m looking for a dress for graduation, but I can't afford
to spend too much." Glamour searched among the wreckage of
size fives to recover a tiered smock. “This may fit your budget,
and it’s very popular among girls of your age.”
Sighing inwardly, the woman’s alterego scolded her that one day
she would learn to wear makeup and heals with her jeans like a
woman of her age was supposed to. “ I’m afraid that’s a bit too
childish. You, see, I’m graduating from college.”
"College?” echoed the expectantly surprised Glamour. "Why,
you look so young, I thought you were about fourteen.” For a split
second the woman regressed into her puberty, when the worry of
financial means, demanding professors and landlords were non
existent among the crisis of settling the imbalance between too
many pimples and not enough bustline.
"Oh, I wish . . . ” she answered, as Glamour followed her into
the fitting room, a more appropriate selection draped across her
arm. "I guess I’ve just had an easy life.” Alone in the cubicle,
a stomach growl reminded her of a borderline ulcer, a present from
the stress of responsibilities and caffeinated late night cramming
sessions.
“ How’s ,t look in there?” Glamour called from the outside.
You probably have a lot of memories connected with your college
days. ’ Of course, she thought as she adjusted the slit skirt. I
remember when they closed my roomate’s coUege. and took away
the Blues and Jazz Festival, even concerts in the Dome. She checked
the mirror for the fit of the dress and her face reflected her sudden
feeling for participating in events that were now history to sophomores.
r

OpenAt GVS

David Mamet's American Buffalo, American Buffalo is comprised of
acclaimed Broadway's “Best Play” by spare dialogue, and street ethics, not
the New York Drat >a Cntics, will open unlike a "Raging Bull” or an “On The
Thursday, April 23, in the Campus Waterfront."
Center Theatre for a three night en
Showtimes for American Buffalo
gagement.
are at 8 00 pm, April 23, 24, and 25
American Buffalo, a comedy, takes (Thursday - Saturday). The show will
place in a Chicago junk shop, where take place in the Campus Center
three small-time crooks are plotting to Theatre.
rob a man of his coin collection, which
includes in it a valuable 'Buffalohead'
nickel.
However, disloyalty and treachery
run rampant in American Buffalo.
Their con games and double crosses
shift from character to character,
never really settling on who’s doing
what, to whom, or when.
The play stars Bob Hamlin as
“ Donny Dubrow,” the stupid junk
shop owner, Dave Fortin as “Bob,”
Don s spaced-out young gopher, and
Thomas LL. Saulsberry III as
•Teach.”
Last year. Sexual Perversity In
Chicago, another one of Mamet’s criti
cally acclaimed works was presented
at Grand Valley. Just like that play

"You know. I had a chance to go to college." Glamour contin
ued. “but I went to fashion school instead, thinking I could be a
model or something. I bet you’ve grown so much from your expert
iences!”
r
"Uh huh.” the woman mumbled as she handed Glamour the
dress, "cycmcal, paranoid, and disillusioned.”
"Excuse me?” Glamour asked.
“ I said, this will be charge please." she replied as she surrendered
her plate.
"Thank you. Ms. Johnson, and good luck in the real world.” the
m t r r mannC° v ratUUtCd ’b ' COUegC SCn‘° r “
^ k e d out
mto the mail. Yet, to Glamour's surpnse. the woman turned back
a quizzical look across her brow.
reen tne past four^years . . . ,*
? , 'f the « *

then where

I
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Rock And Jazz Penned For N ext W eek
by Rob Viilo

Opening
*The Doors ’
I spent 1965 spaced-out in Venice, California. Each morning I’d do
two or three hits of acid and then spend the day trying to sell enough
prints and paintings to buy a meal and two or three hits of acid.
During the summer it was a bit harder. Because of the heat I'd only
be on die streets in the early morning and late afternoon. I couldn’t sell
enough prints each day to buy drugs and a meal, so I settled for the meal.
It was a hard choice.
One night, after a profitless day on the streets of Venice, I was walking
back to my apartment through a bunch of old abandoned warehouses.
As I came up to one, I heard music coming from the roof. A side entrance
was open and the music poured through. There were two people standing
on the steps just inside the door.
"Hey,” I asked, "uhh . . . is it an open party?”
“ Sure!” they nodded in unison. I wheeled my over-stuffed art case
around and squeezed through the door. They stared at the case as I moved
towards the stairs.
“ Hey,” they said. “Are you a street artist?”
“Yeah,” I smiled. “Wanna buy somethin’?”
“ Hey, man,” they chirped. “Take your stuff upstairs. There’s a couple
of people sellin’ stuff!”
Great . . . great, lead the way!” I replied.
They started up the stairs and I followed eagerly If I didn’t get any
money I at least hoped to get some free drugs.
The stairs finally opened onto the roof . . . and what a roof! An
enormous area had been closed off with white sheets hung on lines. They
were tied to various vent pipes and chimneys. I was totally blown away.
“ God . . . this is great!” I cried. The two who had shown me the way
up smiled.
“You can put your stuff over there,” they said. I looked in the direc
tion they were pointing. On the far side of the closed-in area there were
five or six people with art work for sale. 1 smiled and started treading
my way through the crowd.
I set my paintings up next to a guy who was also selling paintings.
He didn’t seem to notice me at all; he just kept staring blankly into
the crowd. 1 leaned over and asked, “ Sell much?"
He slowly shook his head and replied, “Traded . . . for acid . . . ” An
enormous smile crossed my lips.
“Yeah . . . " I whispered to myself and finished setting up.
As 1 set down the last piece, a man walked up and began scrutinizing
my work, i watched him study the paintings and waited for his com
ments. As I watched, I found myself beginning to like him. He was
strangely compelling. His hair was thick, wavey, black and long. He
looked half-starved, but his face . . . man, there was something about his
face. He haa a look of . . . well, I guess ancient wisdom. It was really
strange.
His eyes came to rest on a painting I had entitled “The Endless Night” .
It was one of my favorites.
“ Ever read Blake?” he asked, eyes still focused on the painting.
“ Yeah,” I replied. “That was my inspiration.”
He smiled and turned to me. His face was handsome, verging on
beautiful. I had the strange feeling I was falling in love with him or
something. Real strange . . . real strange.
He smiled and said, “Would you trade for three hits of acid?"
I >iiiilcd a broad smile. Absolutely.
He reached into his pants pocket and retrieved a small plastic bag
filled with about a hundred little yellow pills. He placed three into my
hand. I immediately popped them into my mouth. His eyes widened
with surprise for an instant, smiling.
“Yeah!” he said and held out his hand. “ My name’s Jim. Jim
Morrison.”
“Glad ta know ya My name’s Craig. Craig Michael Utter.”
Good ta know ya, Craig," he^aid with a smile.
I reached over and grabbed the painting he d traded for.
"Here ya are, pleasure doin’ business with ya," I said in a mock-serious
businessman’s voice.
“ Devoid of all personality, aren’t you?” he said in a serious tone.
"Absolutely,” 1 said with an equally serious face. We both smiled.
He took the painting and walked out into the crowd.
“ Bizarre,” I said to myself, watching him disappear into the crowd.
I sat down next to my paintings and watched the people move. Damn
nice party. Damn nice.
________________________________

The Fabulous Thunderbirds will be
appearing at the Louis Armstrong
Theatre next Wednesday at 8 pm.
Who in the heck are the Fabulous
Thunderbirds, you ask? The T-Birds
are a white blues band that are
supposedly making the others sound
half-rate.
So far, the band has released three
albums since their conception in 1976.
Their latest, Butt Rockin' shows off
a more polished production in com
parison with their other efforts. It
has a much more sophisticated quality
and marks the first time the T-Birds
have used keyboards and sax.
The group consits of four upbeat
bluesers.
They are
Kim Wilson
(harmonica, vocals), Jimmie Vaughn
(guitar), Fran Christiana (drums), and
Keith Ferguson (bass). Singer Kim
Wilson has written the majority of the
T-Bird’s material. However, one of the
stand-outs on the new LP, “One’s Too
Many," was co-written by Nick Lowe.
The presence of straight ahead rock
and roll is evidenced o n ” I Believe I’m
In Love with You.”
If you've heard the album, you
should take yourself to the concert.
The show begins at 8 p.m. (April 29).

On Thursday. April 30, the great
Ramsey Lewis will appear at the Louis
Armstrong Theatre.
He will be
bringing his jazz group along with his
keyboard wizardry.
Both of these upcoming musical
extravaganzas are sponsored by the
Student Activities and the Student
Senate. Tickets are available at the
GVS Info. Desk and Believe In Music
Record Shoppes

a r
R A M S E Y L E W IS (L E F T ) IS set to perform the day after the T-Birds (right) bring their upbeat blues to Grand
Valley. Diversificaiton is the musical term for next week (photos courtesy of Columbia and Chrysalis Records
respectively).

‘Lights On The Lake'To Premiere
by P.A. Bridges
For three years Dan Tomaszewski,
a news photographer with WZZM-TV
in Grand Rapids, worked on a private
contract with the National Park Ser
vice documenting the Sleeping Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore. In addi
tion to the 1,840 photographs he left
with the park service, Dan also collect
ed an extensive visual library of his
own. With the help of several other
local artists, Dan has spent the past six
months assembling a fifty minute
multi-image slide program that com
bines sight, sound and imagination in
a heartfelt exploration of some of
Michigan’s most treasured natural re
sources.
The Lights on the Lake
Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore will premiere on campus, April
23 in the Lake Huron Hall theatre.
"This has been the kind of project
that lust one per. on couidn't com
plete alone,” says Tomaszewski. “So
many different skills are required that
it has, by nature, fcieen a group project
from the start.” The group became
Collegium, a production team includ
ing Tomaszewski, producer David
Suwal (a William James College alumus
and graphic designer with The Yankee
Group in Grand Rapids) and writer
Pat Bridges, (a WJC senior who also
works as a communications intern for
Haworth of Holland).
Besides countless ho >rs of research
and writing, slide sorting and program
ming, the project also demanded the
creation of roughly an hour’s worth of
original music and sound effects. Jay

Round, a professional musican and
sound engineer from Vault Studios in
Jenison, and Verne Hendrick, a flutist
and performing member of the Cor
poreal Mime troupe in Grand Rapids,
obliged. Narration for the piece was
provided by Bill Wagman of the
WZZM-TV news team, along with a
free-lance professional voice, Chris
Schadler.
Artwork contributed by
WZZM illustrator Jim Finney intro
duces the story of the park with an
animated version of the legend of the
Sleeping Bear.
As a documentary, The Lights on
the Lake offers an in-depth look at
everything from Sleeping Bear’s un
usual vegetation and geology to the

park's unique wildlife and historical

The Lights on the Lake Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore is
sponsored by the Reel Eyes Cinema
Guild, a student organization of
William James College that works to
support the visual- arts in Western
Michigan, and on the G.V.S.C. cam
pus in particular. Program times will
be as follows Thursday, April 23 at
8 00 p.m.; Friday, April 24 at 12 30
p.m. and 8 00 p.m.; and Saturday,
April 25 at 8 00 p.m. All perform
ances will take place on the Grand
Valley campus m the theatre (room
132), I.ake Huron Hall.

WHAT’S HAPPENING
sllsgium Muticum—presented by GVSC
iur«., April 2 3 .1 2 noon. Free. CFAC.
krt Meehme” -b y James Clover . . . an
t show being held in the Campus
inter Gallery through May 7. Free,
mee Show—presented through the
jnchbreak Series. Features Margaret
■agnoli. 12 noon. Friday, April 24.
ee. CFAC.
uefc Recital-featuring Susan Schuiling.
inday, April 26. 3 p.m. Free CFAC.
inehbreek— featuring Antony Peebles,
naist. Mon., April 27. 12 noon.
-ee. CFAC.
a Music—the GVSC i
-io Jazz
renestm and small jazz ensembles
ill perform Monday, April 27. 8 p.m.
t AC. Admission 81.00.
x m r t- G V Lift la Symphony Honors
incart featuring prize-winning soloists,
lesday, April 28. 12 noon. CFACmchbreak-Peggy Lawter. modern
incer, will perform. Tuesday. April
l, 12 noon. Fraa. CFAC Dance
udio.
■ring Fhng— sponeortd by the Student
mate Raeraatlon Committaa. Three
lys of fun— April 24 through 26.
n Friday, April 24: Paddle-less Canos
■cas on Zumberge Pond (3:30 p m J;
iga'i Annual Outdoor Picnic at the
jmmone(4:30 p jn J; the Bryan Lee
uas Band performs on the CC Lawn
6:00 p-m. And. at 8:30 and 10:30
m. the movie "Ceddythack" will be
own In LSH. On Saturday. Apr* 25:
• w -ir f ' Blue/Whitt Intranuad
>otbaN Gama at Lubber* Stadium
:Q0 p_mJ, Type Conmention M Rob■on Field <3:30 p jn J. «*<
mw"*
__ - will be mown again m
. aid 10:30 pun- in LSH.

, A pril 2B:
SH 154 a t 7 :3 0 pjn-

Dctiee Alliance-directed by Claire Porter
and Christine Loizeaux; work choreo
graphed by faculty and students. Fes:
$2, general; 81, students. Thurt., April

TJC ShowcMe-preaents "Flash Flood"
o n the Campus Canter Lawn. Thurs..
A pril 30; Poetry by Raymond Stock.
4-6 p.m. Skylight R m , LSH.

23. 8 p.m. C FA C.

Anyone from WJC-interested in being
appointed to student senate please
contact Jeff Rodin at ex-231 for details.

Annual Art Show-runs through May 1.
Calder Fine Arts Center.

Douma
A rt
Supplies
214 E a st F u lton P h . 458-9393
“He drank all our Stroh's!? He really is abominable !“

< RANDY
DISSELKOEN, LTD

20% OFFE ngagem ent R ings
To C ollege S tudents W ith Student L D .
2866 Raddiff Ane.. S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich., 49508
(616) 942-2990
vacross from the Woodland Mail;

For the real beer lover.
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Softball Team Hammers Ferris
Grind Valley Stare's women mftbill team rook to the field Monday the
13th in Holland for a double header
against Hope Grflhtge Roth games in
that march-up proved productive as
the Lakers came out victorious, win
ning the first game by a score of 3
to 1.
Tracy Morris cook the win bringing
her win-loss record to 1-4. left fielder
Karen [jyman, ceiter fielder Robin
Sawyer, and nght fielder Mary Belt all
helped out with an R.B 1 each :o
bring the first game to a close.
jo Magiruty pitched the Laker girls
to a 5 to 1 victory in the second game,
moving her win-loss record to 5-4.
Freshman Pitcher Judy Carey
smashed a double as she went 2 for 3
in the game. Sophomores Sue Heller
(second base) and Laurie Benedict also
went 2 for J , Heller chalking up one

G olf Team Swings Into Action
With Crop O f Talent
by Sue Shaub
The men's golf team boasts an
impressr e 1981 crop this season with
some star returners plus hopeful new
'aces.
Golf coordinator Dan Karpanty
plans to build che team around three
players,
Ted MacCready, Tom
Dehaan, and Loyd Fisher.
Said Karpanty, “This is the first
year we’ve had three players of this
quality.”
MacCready, a junior from Jackson
occupied the number one spot last
season and posted a 79 average
Dehaan, a sophomore, was the
number two man and averaged 81
per round. Last season he fired a
low round of 74.
Fisher, a Wyoming Michigan native,
is a transfer student from Grand

Rapids
Junior
College.
Fie
consistently shot below 80 for GRJC.
Two other golfers who will be key
factors in the Lakers success are Jim
Verploeg and Mark Smith, a cransfer
student from Davenport College.
Verploeg, a returning Iettermen,
fired an 82 average per eighteen holes
last season for Grand Valley.
The season begins ’.is week and
all matches will be completed in a
mere three weeks.
The men's first match will be
against Muskegon Community College
this Thursday. Sunday, the Lakers
travel to Big Rapids and take on the
dominating team in the conference,
Ferris State.
Palmer Park Golf Course will be
the site Tuesday. April 28th as the
men compete against Aquinas at
12 00 pm.

Men’s Track Team Takes Fifth
by Thomas Zremski
While most of Grand Valley’s stud
ent* were home on Easter vacation,
our track team ventured north to Big
Rapids to participate in the Ferris
State College Track Invitational. The
Lakers gave it their all and finished a
respectable fifth place, scoring a total
of 46 points.
Coach Clinger said that if the
Lakers would have fared better in the
high jump and the long jump their
point total would have been high
enough to finish fourth.

Lanthorri

R.B.I. while Benedict batted in two
with two losses going in ro rhe first
Saganaw Valley was the next stop game found the Lakers to be more
on the busy schedule for the women.
rhan they could handle Jo Magmiry
Tracy Morris gave up only five hits to
pitched a fine game giving up just four
put Grand Valley out front II to 2 in hirs to put the takers out front 2-0
the first game
Maginity, picked up her seventh win
The Lakers were hot as they turned of the season.
in what proved to be their strongest
The second Ferns game went into
performance. A total of twelve hits extra innings Tracy Moms pitched
were recorded. Marcia Brescol (first seven innings but was raken out by
base) went 3 for 5 for the day while coach Pat Baker with the score tied up
Karen Layman, Robin Sawyer, and at 4-4 Junior J- Maginity took over
Shawn Perry all got two hits after from there finishing off Ferns 5-3.
three times at bat. Freshman pitcher The game was won by the Lakers
Tracy Moms (2-4) recorded her thanks to some fine pitching by both
second win of the season.
Tracy Morris and Jo Maginity and
Meanwhile Jo Maginity hurled a 3-0 thanks to II errors by Ferns. Jo
ballgame in game number two of that Maginity was credited with the win.
double-header. Maginity gave up just her record now 8-4. The Lakers are
three hits to lead the I akers to victory now perfect in the G.L.I.A.C. with a
and a 2-0 record in the G. L.l.A.C.
6-0 mark and IO-9 overall.
Monday, (Apr. 20th) Ferris State
Grand Valley softball has a home
and Grand Valley locked horns for game next with the University of
still another double-header. Ferris.
Detroit Thursday, April 23rd.

by Roy Tinsley

The highlight of the meet was Del
DeWeerd’s first place finish in the 400
meter dash. DeWeerd’s time of 49.9
was indentical to the 2nd place finish
er, Duane Ingraham of Spring Arbor,
but he narrowly broke the tape first.
Other Lakers who placed well were
freshman Curtis Fields, who grabbed a
third in the IOO meter dash, and the
Lakers relay teams, who finished 2nd
in the 400 meter relay and 3rd in the
4x400 meter relay.
The trackster’s next meet is Satur
day. April 25th at Carthage College in
Kenowsha, Wisconsin.

SOPHOMORE ROBIN SAWYER IS CONGRATULATED by her teimmat^

Women’s Track

Junior Jo Maginity has been
chosen 'Laker of the Week’ for her
strong pitching performance against
pJVYIJ Cflf*
Maginity shut out the Bulldogs
3-0 in the first game of the double
header. She then relieved Tracy
Morris in the second game which
went into extra innings.
The
Inkers pulled the game out giving
Maginity her second victory for the
day.
Maginity has compiled a perfect
conference record thus far at 4-0

The Secret Is Out

Plowden Is G VSC’s Fine A rtist In Karate

be held this Saturti^
The game will

There’s a well kept secret on the Grand Valley campus. Hidden within the
student popluation is a budding “point” karate star that few people know about.
The Karate class he teaches knows him because he works them to death every
week; his opponents '.now him because he dominates them when they fight him;
his campanions know him because of the numerous (over 70) trophies he sports.
The man is CAS student Richard Plowden. and his skill is just starting to be
acknowledged.
“There's a nice sized tournament coming up in May. I’ll be seeded pretty
high for die first time,” commented Plowden. "I’m finally starting to get some
recognition.”
Recognition that appears long past due. The 6’I ” 185 lb. Detroit native
has been involved in Korean Karate for 7 years. He has worked his way up to
2nd Degree Black Belt and is currently ranked eighth in this region.
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Well the sports scene at Grand
sec if I can dig something up to oct' j
I see the 'run for fundi’ day 1*' t ,
was quite a success. Grand Vall^ ^
ticipate. Dave Lodes set the recof
record is 54. .As far as I know . nob*
Despite many spring injuries
\K
still be held thi? Saturday. It is '
,
of spring football. The game will b*
Tennis coach Don Dickinson h-‘
for the men that he did for the w y \ ' M u
undefeated like the women were,
the conference and still have a sb/ V ’ [*
this week.
The baseball team has bfen J
^

If you knew or guessed oi* or
can have my job. By the way, t
for Grand Valley (1 assumed you ''j.,
for Great Lakes Inter-collegiite Coo How about those Tigers? Was
beginning season fluke the Tigers i t
of a hot dog now isn’t he? Theth'f'
give us some indication (Dttroit * f } ' [
are for real. It’s great that Detroit / v '
they turn around and lose five o r * ) ';
fans will sec Detroit fighting io «ay

A) v r

*• -v"
v

r

+>+ ‘

'
*
*

If the Tigers are to havt anv v
________________
receive
consistent hitting________
from RjcW

thing we haven't seen so fai this i r / ^
che pitching staff (now that .vlorrwait to see the excuse he usej tht i f f

R IC H PLOW DEN A T T EM PT S a hook kick against karate student
Bob Mahan (photo by Craig U (t»L

i

Detroit pitchers are about as t(
Whether or not the Tigers ire > f *
or fight the Blue Jays for fifth place
So. have you been following the
final NBA playoffs? You haven't ba/,
dccii going cTi for months. Jig cn \
five minutes of the game. On* t ^ ,
Thai Dr. J. can sure play. He
rj f
went out with the other night vtel
f
I’d sure like to see them win it
Enough of this chit chat.
i0t y/
I can safely predict I will fail. 5 ^ d
que sera. sen.
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V*

expected them to run away with V
•
excellent hitting and pitching skill w
defensively.
The women s sofcball ttam g</
coach Pat Baker, but competed -!W> 1
U of M. Ohio State, and .MSU I
strong, following the footsteps of J ,
mark in the league stands tmblemisd /
^
Quiz time How manv out the)' i
for the Detroit Tigers and the Lo* . .
that Don Dickinson is a profession' .
j|
junior ranked players to a natioPi
'/
there knew that coach Jim llarkt!*^
.
What position does Dr. George JO
knows what G L I A C. standi for?

by Fred Garrett

“ I got involved during the ‘ Bruce Lee' and ‘Kung Fu’ era My brother was
taking classes so I thought I’d give it a try,” says Plowden.
In a recent match. Plowden won the Michigan Open and took home a hand
some First amount of prize money. The event drew rtiany of che top black belts
m Michigan. “ It was rough,” commented Plowden, “ and well worth it."
Though not nationally known, Plowden has established himself as one of the
best “point” fighters in Michigan. The lack of interest in the sport though is
evident in Michigan and that has hurt. Acknowledged Plowden. “ In Michigan,
the tournaments are held in high school gyms whereas in the south they are in
places like the Omni. In fact, in Texas karate is almost as popular as baseball."
But lack of interest in Michigan has not rubbed off on Plowden. He trains
four days a week and attends as many tournaments as possible. Having out
grown the competition in this area, he must travel out of state and this has
presented problems for the Public Administration major.
“ Operating totally on my own is very difficult. Most fighters have promoters
and companies (Coke, Budwiscr. Coo re) that endorse them, and managers to
train them. Though I've done well, it's a little bit harder when you are by
yourself.”
Being nationally ranked makes all of these luxuries considerably easier to
acquire. Many tournament sponsores also pay for the expenses of Nationally
ranked fighters. Plowden remains unruffled, though.
I have to be paoent- I’ve gotten some tough breaks .gainst some nationally
ranked fighters in fights that could have gone either way. I look at it as having
to pay my dues.”
But he insists that his time will come this year.
“ For the last year and a half I've been one of the youngest to compete on the
national circuit. I've gained some valuable experience."

The annual Blue

by Thomas Zremski
The weather was brisk and cold,
but a brilliant sun shone above the wo
mens track meet that took place at
Hope College.
The host school didn’t disappoint
their hometown fans by grabbing a
first place in the contest with 151.5
points.
The Lakers had a strong showing
finishing in second place behind Hope,
ahead of St. Mary's College and Notre
Dame.
The Lakers totally dominated the
field events placing one trackster in
the top three of every event.
First places were won in the shot
put, the high jump, the discus and the
javelin.
In the javelin, the Lakers
totally swept the event finishing 1.2,
3
In the running events the Lakers
did fairly well but could only grab two
first nlaces. Those being in the 200
meter dash won by Claudette Chamcy
with a time of 28.06 and in the 3000
meter run which Julie Raynor ran
away with a time of 1142.15.
Raynor's nearest competitor finished
nearly 28 seconds behind with a time
of 12:10.8.
The Lakers also took seconds in
the 1500 meter run, the 100 meter
hurdles, and in the mile relay.
Coach Boand was pleased with the
team’s performance, but not totally,
"We didn’t finish first.”

< iiinir

Blue And

Laker Of Team Captures
The Week Second
Jo Maginity
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C A M P U S VIEW

Teachers
Campus
Interviews

S u m m e r R a te s
M a y 15 - A u g . 2 0

T h e Los A ngeles
U n ified S chool D istrict
A n Equal O pportunity Em p loye r

%

W e have n u m e ro u s opportunities at each level for
te ac h e rs interested in pro vid in g o u r stu d e n ts a
r'C h and m e aningful educational exper le n c e The
sp ecific reguirem ents

S T U D IO
$475
1 B D .f o r 1 -$ 5 5 0
1 B D .f o r 2 - $ 3 0 0

Elementary Bilingual
W e are seeking Bilingual S p a n ish -sp e a k n g teach
e rs w h o se b a c k g ro u n d and training qualify them
to teach H isp a n ic students

Secondary Bilingual
O p e n in g s for qualified bilingual teache rs to teach
H isp a n ic stu d e n ts in g ra d e s 7-12 Su b je cts in 
c lu d e M a th em a tics E n g lis h as a S e c o n d L a n 
g u a g e and Educationally H an d icap p e d

Secondary Non-Bilingua'

per person

Su b jects include M 3 *m 6 m 3 *»c 3. E n g lish 2 s 2
Second Language

2 B D . f o r 2 - $ 3 7 5 perPereon

Special Education
• Comm unicatively Handicapped -Deaf hard
of hearing
• Physically Handicapped Orthopedically
handicapped and other health impaired,
visually handicapped

2 B D . f o r 3 - $ 3 0 0 perPers°n
2 B D . f o r 4 - $ 2 5 0 per person

• Severely Handicapped— Autistic
m ultihandicapped, trainable mentally
retarded
• Speech & La n gu a ge — Itinerant remedial
sp eech correction and c la ssro o m for severe
disorders of language ap ha sia
If y o u are qualified and interested in a ch allen ging
teaching a ssign m en t in Southern California

$50 D E P O S IT

Campus Interviews will be held

per person

Tuesday, A p r il 2 8 , 1 9 8 1

Grand Valley State College
Placement Office, ext. 311

S W IM & S U N A T T H E P O O L
L I V E & S T U D Y IN
A IR -C O N D IT IO N E D
COM FORT
THERE’S A REASON NURSES
G ET MORE RESPONSIBILITY
IN TH E N A V Y
TH EY’RE N AVY OFFICERS.
On one side of her collar is the symbol of the Nurse Corps.
On the other is the insignia of a Navy officer
It makes a difference.
Navy nurses are responsible not only for the care of their
patients, but for the training and supervision of hospital
corpsmen and other clinical and adm inistrative personnel.
Their choice of specialties is from thirteen different fields,
with positions in twenty-six cities. They earn an excellent
salary, top benefits, and th at one intangible th at money
can't buy —the pride and respect of a Navy officer.
For the complete story: speak to your local recruiter.
C huryl N eum ann
NAVY NURSE PROGRAMS

42S C lin to n S tro o t
D o tr o it. M ic ti.a n 4S226

jn ^ M T M v r A M & i n

am a m v m m h

.

CALL:
WRITE:

895-6678
or
949-6777
Campus V iew Apts.
Allendale, Ml 49401

